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Introduction
● Work in the context of the CompMusic Project, at Universitat Pompeu Fabra

○ http://compmusic.upf.edu/

● Coordinated by Dr. Xavier Serra

● Supervision of harmonic analysis by Rafael Caro Repetto
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Harmonic Analysis
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Harmony

The simultaneous sounding of notes
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Harmonic Analysis

Harmonic Analysis

The interpretation of harmonic structures in music, their resolution 

into relatively simpler constituent elements (e.g., chord labels), and 

the investigation of the relevant functions between those elements



6Source: Nápoles (2017)
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Harmonic Analysis

Which simpler elements?

● Chord labels

● Figured bass

● Roman numerals (functional harmonic analysis)
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Creating the Dataset
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Creating the Dataset
About the six string quartets, Op.20

Joseph Haydn wrote 68 string quartets in total

Chronologically, Op.20 corresponds to numbers 23-28

They were composed when Haydn was 40 years old

As a reference, Beethoven and Mozart composed 16 and 23 string quartets, 

respectively
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Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation

● Annotate the harmonic analysis of all of them using a consistent and “parsable” 

nomenclature

● Present the output of a known automatic harmonic analysis algorithm using the 

same nomenclature as the manual annotations

● Compare the automatic annotations to our dataset of manual annotations
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Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation
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Creating the Dataset

KernScores

http://kern.ccarh.org/

A library of virtual musical scores in the Humdrum **kern data format

Already contains 19 out of 24 scores from Op.20 in Humdrum (**kern) format
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Humdrum

A syntax that is not necessarily related to music

One popular representation that complies with the Humdrum syntax is the **kern 

syntax, and it is used to store relevant information of a musical score

Creating the Dataset
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Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation

○ Encode the 5 remaining scores in Humdrum (**kern) format
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Manual encoding in Humdrum for the following movements:

The 5 movements encoded total an amount of 868 measures of music

Using as a reference the version edited by Wilhelm Altmann, which can be found in the 

Petrucci Music Library  (http://imslp.org)

Creating the Dataset

20Joseph Haydn, Quartets for Strings, Haydn, Ed. W. Altmann: Op. 20/33 (m.sc) (Place of Publication Not 
Identified: Dover Publications, 1985).



Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation

● Annotate the harmonic analysis of all of them using a consistent and “parsable” 

nomenclature
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**harm

Another representation that complies with the Humdrum syntax, and allows to 

encode relevant information about functional harmony

Creating the Dataset
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Creating the Dataset

Annotating the harmony of Op.20

● Analyzing on paper

○ Néstor Nápoles López, Master student

○ Rafael Caro Repetto, PhD student

● Encoding using **harm syntax

● 4961 roman numeral labels
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Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation

● Annotate the harmonic analysis of all of them using a consistent and “parsable” 

nomenclature

● Present the output of a known automatic harmonic analysis algorithm using the 

same nomenclature as the manual annotations
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Source: Nápoles (2017)
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Source: Nápoles (2017)
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Temperley (1997)

Image taken from: Nápoles (2017)
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Temperley and Sleator (2001)

Image taken from: Nápoles (2017)
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Image taken from: Nápoles (2017)

Sapp (2013)



Creating the Dataset

● Find/Encode the 24 scores into a symbolic music representation

● Annotate the harmonic analysis of all of them using a consistent and “parsable” 

nomenclature

● Present the output of a known automatic harmonic analysis algorithm using the 

same nomenclature as the manual annotations

● Compare the automatic annotations to our dataset of manual annotations
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Problems of Comparing Harmonic 
Analyses

1. Functional harmonic analysis involves not only the roman numeral labels, but the 

key changes and their exact location
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Example:

Development section of the sonata form with trivial chords but ambiguous key

Problems of Comparing Harmonic 
Analyses
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Problems of Comparing Harmonic 
Analyses

1. Functional harmonic analysis involves not only the roman numeral labels, but the 

key changes and their exact location

2. **harm syntax provides an infinite possibility of roman numeral labels, and 

comparing them is not trivial
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Problems of Comparing Harmonic 
Analyses

Example:

III+c/i[V+b]

Re-spelling an augmented dominant as an augmented third degree in the minor mode
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Problems of Comparing Harmonic 
Analyses

1. Functional harmonic analysis involves not only the roman numeral labels, but the 

key changes and their exact location

2. **harm syntax provides an infinite amount of labels, and comparing them is not 

trivial

3. No baseline evaluation of functional harmonic analysis
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Comparison (plan B)

Resolution of harmonic roots

C major: I   ==    G major: IV

C major: V/V    ==    G major: V

C major: V7/vi    ==    D minor: V7/v
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Source: Nápoles (2017)

Human

Algorithm
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● Having an easier way to work with **harm syntax labels

○ https://github.com/napulen/harmparser

Unfortunately, it was developed during the end of this research project and it 

was not used for the evaluation presented here

Towards a Better Comparison
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Thank you
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